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To ensure that the data sent with webhook alerts includes the most 

relevant details, you can select which of a variety of properties to 

include with each one. 



This document lists the Cmd CQL properties which you can include 

with webhook alerts:
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ls -la

Sunday

/usr/bin

root

Property Example Value

cmd

cmd_day_of_week

cmd_exec_path

cmd_exec_user

Description

The command, as the user typed

11cmd_hour_of_day The hour of the day in which command was executed

TRUE

-la

cmd_interactive

cmd_parameters

Set to 'True' if the state of the command run was 

deemed interactive

/home/ubuntucmd_working

_directory

The working directory of the executed command

The parameters of the command executed by the user

lscmd_root The command root

bashcmd_parent_cmd

_root

Dual-valued: The base name of parent process' exe, 

and the base name of LKUEP. Trigger checks evaluate 

to true if it matches either of these.

The day of the week (UTC) that the command was 

executed

The execution path of the command

The Linux user who executed the command 

TRUEcmd_user_typed Set to ‘True’ if the command was user-typed

SVR-137Xserver_id The Server ID inside the Cmd platform
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DBproduction

ubuntu-xenial

Property Example Value

server_group

server_hostname

Description

The group(s) that the server is configured to be a 
member of

The hostname set on the server

Webhook test serverserver_name The name set for the server within the Cmd web app

Canadasession_country The IP Location of the Session, mapped to Country
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11.11.11.137server_ip The server’s public IP address

Vancouversession_city The IP Location of the session, mapped to ‘City’

120000session_duration The duration of the session, in seconds

ubuntusession_login

_user

The user who invoked the session

session_entry

_mechanism = SSH

session_entry

_mechanism

The session's entry mechanism. Helps determine how 
the user connected. Current values are UNKNOWN, 
SSH, INIT, TTY, CONSOLE, AWS_SSM and OTHER. For 
agents prior to 1.4.0 values are SSH, TTY and 
UNKNOWN.

Sundaysession_day_of

_week

The day of the week (UTC) that the session was started

11session_hour_of

_day 

The hour of the day the session was started
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TRUE

127.0.0.1

Property Example Value

session

_interactive

session_ip

Description

Set to ‘True’ if the state of the session was deemed 

interactive

The IP address that started the session

BCsession_region The IP Location of the Session, mapped to Region

developersession_user_role The role of the session user on the server
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0.3session_ip_risk The risk rating of the Session IP address

ubuntusession_user The user that invoked the session on the server

demo_triggertrigger_name The name of the trigger that sent the webhook

5trigger_alert

_level

The alert level associated with the trigger which sent 

the webhook

VHJpZ2dlci1MUUc2trigger_id The ID of the trigger that sent the webhook
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